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ABSTRACT 

We have many instances linked to child safety in this modern world and these issues 

are due to the absence of childcare. Today, the number of nuclear families is growing; 

these issues linked to children are primarily in nuclear families. In smart city fields, 

kidnapping rates are growing. Apart from safety, some of the safety-related issues such 

as fall-down injuries, toxic gas presence, and fire.We already have a tracking device in 

the market in the form of a wrist watch for kids that can only find the place but do not 

provides safety and the wrist watch can be used by kids over 7 years old. Therefore, 

because of its weight, it is not appropriate for tiny baby wrist watch. "Implementation 

of kids tracking system through smart phone” we focuses on solving the missing and 

kidnapping of kids and the monitoring devices can be worn as wrist watches, I cards or 

anklets. The children's module involves Global Positioning System (GPS), Global 

Mobile Communication System (GSM), and the receiver includes relative’smobile 

phone. Geo-fencing and emergency messaging services have been introduced to 

improve the system. Therefore, by developing an intelligent safety jacket to ensure 

parents that their baby is secure from suspicious action. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The block diagram is shown in Figure 1[1]. The microcontroller acts as an embedded 

computing system and regulates all sub-system operations including PIR sensor, ADXL 

335(3 axis accelerometer), gas sensor, flame sensor,cry detectorand temperature 

sensor[2]. It involves two Wi-Fi module and an audio playback module[3]. The scheme 

enables accurate monitoring of the position, motion of the tiny child, detection of gas 
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leakage and fire[4], even if it can detect any object interference through the PIR sensor, 

the data is sent to the mom or guardian via the Wi-Fi module[5]. 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Block Diagram of Proposed System 

 

PIR sensor used for detecting the obstacles[6], Cry sensor used for detecting the baby cry, 

Flame sensor used for detecting the flame, Gas sensor used for detecting the leakage of 

gas[7],  Temperature sensor used for detecting the temperature, Microcontroller used for 

transmitting the signals from one end to other end through Wi-Fi module[8]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The project discuss about child safety and security. The system uses the Wi-Fi module to 

make the home environment safer. Within a compact integrated scheme, it offers a device 

with comprehensive intelligent characteristics. The problems encountered in developing 

the system were the more accurate link of distinct sensors. Only through powerful Wi-Fi 

connection can it send precise data. 
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